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Abstract. Accurate simulation of atmospheric ﬂow in weather and climate prediction models
requires the discretization of the governing equations to have a number of desirable properties.
Although these properties can be achieved relatively straightforwardly on a latitude-longitude grid,
they are much more challenging on the various quasi-uniform spherical grids that are now under
consideration. A recently developed scheme—called TRiSK—has these desirable properties on grids
that have an orthogonal dual. The present work extends the TRiSK scheme into a more general
framework suitable for grids that have a nonorthogonal dual, such as the equiangular cubed sphere.
We also show that this framework ﬁts within the wider framework of mimetic discretizations and
discrete exterior calculus. One key ingredient is the deﬁnition of certain mapping operators that are
discrete analogues of the Hodge star operator, enabling the deﬁnition of a compatible inner product.
Discrete Coriolis terms are also included within the mimetic framework, and in such a way as to
conserve energy and ensure that discrete geostrophic balance can be maintained; this requires the
deﬁnition of a further mapping operator, with special properties, that transfers the discrete velocity
ﬁeld from the primal to the dual grid.
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1. Introduction. Developers of global weather and climate models, for both
operational prediction and research use, are exploring a variety of quasi-uniform al-
ternatives to the traditional latitude-longitude horizontal gridding of the sphere; the
latitude-longitude grid suﬀers from resolution clustering at the poles, and this is ex-
pected to lead to poor scaling on the massively parallel computers that will be needed
for very high resolution simulation. Atmospheric ﬂow is strongly multiscale in both
space and time. Consequently, the accuracy of simulation depends on the discretiza-
tion satisfying a number of desirable properties—see section 1.1. These properties
can be achieved relatively straightforwardly on a latitude-longitude grid. Obtaining
them on alternative grids is a signiﬁcant challenge, and that is the topic of this paper.
The shallow-water equations describe the motion of a layer of ﬂuid on a two-
dimensional surface in a rotating reference frame. Here we use them in their so-called
“vector invariant” form:
∂φ
∂t
+∇ · (vφ) = 0,(1.1)
∂v
∂t
+ ζv⊥ +∇
(
φ+
1
2
|v|2
)
= 0.(1.2)
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Here, φ is the geopotential (proportional to the ﬂuid depth), v is the horizontal
velocity, v⊥ = k×v is the velocity rotated through a right angle, where k is the unit
vertical vector, and ζ = f+ξ is the absolute vorticity, where f is the Coriolis parameter
associated with the rotation of the reference frame and ξ = k · ∇ × v = −∇ · v⊥ is
the relative vorticity. This form of the equations is valid both in planar geometry and
on curved manifolds such as a sphere, provided ∇ and ∇ · () are interpreted as the
appropriate covariant operators. In general f may have spatial variation; for example,
on a rotating sphere it is proportional to the sine of the latitude. Numerical solution
of the shallow-water equations presents many (though not all) of the challenges of
solving the full three-dimensional atmospheric governing equations, and almost all
model development programs include a numerical shallow-water model as a step on
the way to a full three-dimensional model.
1.1. Desirable properties. The following properties of the spatial discretiza-
tion are valuable for ensuring the accuracy of numerical weather and climate models.
1. C-grid staggering. Large-scale extratropical atmospheric ﬂow is close to
geostrophic balance, i.e., a balance between the Coriolis and pressure gradient terms,
and evolves relatively slowly. The process by which the ﬂow returns towards balance
after a disturbance, called geostrophic adjustment, involves the propagation, disper-
sion, and eventual dissipation of fast inertio-gravity waves. An accurate representa-
tion of the geostrophic adjustment process requires that a numerical model capture
the propagation of these fast waves suﬃciently accurately. In the shallow-water con-
text, and assuming a ﬁnite diﬀerence or ﬁnite volume approach with φ and v as the
predicted variables, this requires a C-grid staggering and placement of variables, in
which φ is stored at cell centers and a cross-edge component of v is stored at cell
edges. (A similar staggering of variables is useful for simulation of incompressible
ﬂow [11].) Other staggerings have less compact approximations to derivatives, and
lead to retarded phase speeds and group velocities of the wrong sign for part of the
wave spectrum [1, 20]. The C-grid is usually deﬁned to store normal velocity compo-
nents at cell edges; below we depart from this for nonorthogonal grids, for the reasons
explained in section 4.5.
2. Mass conservation. Exact or very accurate conservation of mass is considered
highly desirable, particularly for long climate simulations, both for the dry compo-
nent of the air and for moisture and long-lived chemical species transported by the
model. The most straightforward way to achieve this is by a ﬂux-form or ﬁnite volume
discretization of the mass continuity equation.
3. Curl-free pressure gradient. The pressure gradient is one of the largest terms
in the governing equations, so small relative errors can have a comparatively large
eﬀect. It is particularly important that the pressure gradient should not act as a spu-
rious source of vorticity, since that would contaminate the meteorologically important
vortical signal. Thus, a discrete analogue of∇×∇η ≡ 0 for any scalar ﬁeld η is needed.
4. Energy conserving pressure terms. The governing equations of atmospheric
ﬂow, in the absence of friction and diabatic heating, conserve the total energy, but
they do permit a nonlinear transfer of energy between scales. There is therefore room
for debate over whether a numerical model should exactly conserve the resolved en-
ergy or permit variations that are meant to model exchanges between resolved and
unresolved scales [27]. Nevertheless, a strong argument can be made that the large
and essentially linear pressure gradient and Coriolis terms should individually be en-
ergy conserving. In the shallow-water context, conservation of energy by the pressure
gradient term requires a discrete analogue of v · ∇φ+ φ∇ · v ≡ ∇ · (vφ).
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5. Energy conserving Coriolis term. The Coriolis force is perpendicular to the
velocity. It therefore does no work and does not appear in the energy budget. Con-
servation of energy by the Coriolis term requires a discrete analogue of v · v⊥ ≡ 0.
6. Steady geostrophic modes. In the case of constant f , the continuous shallow-
water equations, linearized about a resting basic state with geopotential φ¯, support
steady solutions in exact geostrophic balance:
fv⊥ +∇φ = 0.(1.3)
The linearized mass and vorticity equations are
∂φ
∂t
+ φ¯δ = 0,
∂ξ
∂t
+ fδ = 0,(1.4)
where δ = ∇ · v is the velocity divergence; therefore steadiness requires that the ﬂow
be divergence-free. In order for a discretization to support steady geostrophic modes,
it must imply a discrete analogue of the vorticity equation in which the divergence
that appears is zero when φ is steady. Failure of the discretization to support steady
geostrophic modes would imply an inability to represent geostrophic balance—a very
undesirable property.
See the review by [26] for a fuller discussion of these issues.
Properties 2, 3, and 4 require the discretization to mimic certain properties of
the continuous vector calculus. Schemes with such properties are called mimetic,
and there has been much recent progress in developing a deeper theoretical basis for
them, as well as frameworks in which they can be systematically constructed (see,
e.g., [18, 16, 13, 14, 3, 4, 8] and the references therein). Property 1, although it is
motivated by a desire for accurate wave propagation rather than a desire to mimic
the properties of vector calculus, does ﬁt naturally within some of these frameworks.
Properties 5 and 6 are of particular relevance to geophysical ﬂuid dynamics and,
as far as we are aware, have not been addressed before in the context of mimetic
discretizations. Property 5 on its own is nontrivial on a C-grid, even on a latitude-
longitude grid [2], because only one component of v is predicted at each edge so that
the relevant component of v⊥ must be reconstructed from components of v at nearby
edges. Property 6 is also challenging on a C-grid because the natural location for δ
is at cell centers, whereas the natural location for ξ is at vertices; thus the divergence
that appears in the discrete version of the vorticity equation cannot simply be the
natural discrete divergence.
The diﬃculty of obtaining properties 5 and 6 is illustrated by early attempts to
analyze the wave dispersion properties of hexagonal C-grids [17], which found that
stationary geostrophic modes were not supported. Subsequently [28], an alternative
discretization of the Coriolis term was found that gave properties 5 and 6 on a regular
hexagonal grid in planar geometry. This was extended to arbitrary but orthogonal
polygonal grids on the sphere by [29, 21], and their scheme is the basis of a new weather
and climate model being developed at the U.S. National Center for Atmospheric
Research and Los Alamos National Laboratory using a hexagonal/pentagonal Voronoi
grid (Figure 1.1) [24]. The mixed ﬁnite element P (n)dg−P (n+1) family [6] provides
an alternative route to developing schemes with these desirable properties.
Mimetic properties are also valuable in the construction of discretizations based
on Hamiltonian methods [23, 10, 25], which provide another route to obtaining con-
servation properties.
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Fig. 1.1. Left: A hexagonal-icosahedral grid generated by a Voronoi tessellation, which has an
orthogonal dual. Right: An equiangular cubed sphere grid; all cells are quadrilateral and the grid
cell size is quasi-uniform, but it does not have an orthogonal dual.
1.2. The TRiSK scheme and the need for extension. The scheme de-
scribed by [29, 21] has become informally known as TRiSK. TRiSK is applicable to
grids whose edges are orthogonal to the edges of a dual grid; this includes Voronoi–
Delaunay grids, but also orthogonal quadrilateral grids such as the latitude-longitude
grid and the conformal cubed sphere [19]. The TRiSK scheme in fact gives all six of
the desirable properties listed above. The key to obtaining property 6 is to demand
that the vertex divergence that appears in the vorticity equation should be a suitably
weighted average of the divergence in the cells adjacent to that vertex; remarkably,
there is then a unique way to construct v⊥ to simultaneously satisfy this constraint
and energy conservation.
However, the restriction to orthogonal grids is potentially a signiﬁcant limita-
tion. C-grids that do not have a local logically rectangular quadrilateral structure
have a mismatch in the relative numbers of mass, divergence, and vorticity degrees of
freedom and so their discrete dispersion relation includes branches of computational
modes that have no analogue for the continuous dispersion relation. For example,
the hexagonal C-grid supports an extra branch of very-low-frequency Rossby modes
[28], while the triangular C-grid supports two extra branches of inertio-gravity modes
[7]. A spherical C-grid of kite-shaped quadrilaterals with an orthogonal dual (but not
a logically rectangular structure) has recently been proposed, but numerical results
indicate that it too supports computational modes [30]. Concern about the possi-
ble damaging eﬀects of computational modes (see, e.g., [26]) motivates the search
for a suitable quadrilateral grid. However, orthogonal logically rectangular quadri-
lateral grids on the sphere, such as the latitude-longitude grid and the conformal
cubed sphere, have unavoidable singularities, with associated resolution clustering or
dilation, so they are considered unsuitable for use on massively parallel computers.
Quasi-uniform logically rectangular grids are possible, such as the equiangular cubed
sphere [22] (Figure 1.1), but they are not orthogonal. This motivates the development
of an extension to TRiSK suitable for nonorthogonal grids.
A further limitation of TRiSK is that, in general, it is no better than ﬁrst-order
accurate, though it approaches second-order on some smooth grids. In the extension
to TRiSK described in this paper, all discrete derivative operators are exact when
applied to variables integrated over the relevant grid elements (section 2.2), and the
only approximations involved are in certain reconstruction and mapping operators,
opening up the possibility of extension to higher order.
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1.3. Outline. Section 2 describes the proposed framework for the linearized
shallow-water equations in the constant f case on general, not necessarily orthogonal
grids, and section 3 demonstrates how the six desirable properties of section 1.1 are
obtained. Section 4 describes how the framework can be extended to the nonlinear
shallow-water equations with nonconstant f . (However, the presentation of speciﬁc
schemes within the framework is deferred to later work.) These three sections are
presented using familiar vector calculus terminology, intended to make the material
accessible to the community developing weather and climate models.
Section 5 discusses the prospects for building high-order schemes within the pro-
posed framework. Discrete exterior calculus [13, 14, 4, 8] provides a powerful frame-
work for the construction and theoretical understanding of mimetic discretizations. It
is instructive to interpret the present work in the language and framework of discrete
exterior calculus, and this is done in section 6. Section 7 gives the conclusions.
2. Discretization: Linear case. This section describes the discretization of the
shallow-water equations, linearized about a resting basic state with constant geopo-
tential φ¯, with constant Coriolis parameter:
∂φ
∂t
+ φ¯∇ · v = 0,(2.1)
∂v
∂t
+ fv⊥ +∇φ = 0.(2.2)
2.1. Notation. Consider a primal grid composed of arbitrary polygons (solid
lines in Figure 2.1) and a dual grid (dashed lines) such that each primal cell cor-
responds to a dual vertex, each primal edge corresponds to a dual edge, and each
primal vertex corresponds to a dual cell. There is no requirement for dual edges to be
orthogonal to primal edges, nor for dual vertices to have any special placement within
the primal cell such as at its centroid. Each cell, edge, and vertex is given a unique
index; the corresponding dual vertex, edge, or cell, respectively, has the same index.
Let ne be a unit normal at edge e, and let te = k×ne be the unit tangent. Also,
let me be a unit vector pointing along dual edge e in the same sense as ne, and let
se = k×me. To keep track of orientations it is useful to deﬁne
ne i =
⎧⎨
⎩
1 if ne, me point out of cell i,
−1 if ne, me point into cell i,
0 otherwise;
(2.3)
te v =
⎧⎨
⎩
1 if te, se point towards vertex v,
−1 if te, se point away from vertex v,
0 otherwise.
(2.4)
The discretization works in terms of quantities sampled at the relevant vertices
or integrated over the relevant edges or cells. Table 2.1 summarizes the variables
used. Lowercase variable names indicate sampled values, while upper case indicates
integrated values. Superscript (c) indicates a value at a primal cell or dual vertex,
while superscript (v) indicates a value at a primal vertex or dual cell.
Note that we have two diﬀerent representations of any vector ﬁeld, one in terms
of its “circulation” along dual edges (e.g., Ve), and one in terms of its ﬂux across
primal edges (e.g., Ue). Note also that we have introduced both the point-sampled
geopotential φ
(c)
i and the cell-integrated geopotential Φ
(c)
i . This reﬂects a curious
feature of the shallow-water equations, in which φ plays two roles: in the mass equation
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Fig. 2.1. Schematic showing part of an arbitrary polygonal grid and the unit vectors involved
in discretizing vector ﬁelds. Primal edges are shown as solid lines and dual edges as dashed lines.
it plays the role of a density, for which the natural discretization is the integrated
quantity Φ
(c)
i , while in the momentum equation it plays the role of a pressure, for
which the natural discretization is the point-sampled value φ
(c)
i .
Table 2.2 summarizes the notation used to describe the grid connectivity. This
connectivity is used in the deﬁnition of the discrete derivative operators in the next
subsection.
2.2. Discrete derivative operators. There are four discrete derivative opera-
tors available, giving discrete analogues of gradient, divergence, and curl on the primal
and dual grids.
1. Gradient integrated along a dual edge.
Ge ≡
∫
dual edge e
∇φ ·me dl ≡ −
∑
i∈CE(e)
ne iφ
(c)
i ≡ (D1φ(c))e.(2.5)
2. Gradient integrated along a primal edge.∫
primal edge e
∇ψ · te dl ≡
∑
v∈VE(e)
te vψ
(v)
v ≡ (D1ψ(v))e.(2.6)
3. Divergence integrated over a primal cell.
Δ
(c)
i ≡
∑
e∈EC(i)
ne iUe ≡ (D2U)i.(2.7)
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Table 2.1
Summary of the variables used in the discretization. Lowercase variable names indicate sampled
values, while upper case indicates integrated values. Superscript (c) indicates a value at a primal
cell or dual vertex, while superscript (v) indicates a value at a primal vertex or dual cell.
Discrete Integral deﬁnition Description
variable
φ
(c)
i Geopotential sampled at dual ver-
tex i
χ
(c)
i , χ
(v)
v Velocity potential sampled at dual
vertex i or primal vertex v
ψ
(c)
i , ψ
(v)
v Stream function sampled at dual
vertex i or primal vertex v
Ve
∫
dual edge e v ·me dl Circulation along dual edge e
Ue
∫
primal edge e v · ne dl Volume ﬂux across primal edge e
V ⊥e
∫
dual edge e v · se dl = −
∫
dual edge e v
⊥ ·me dl Volume ﬂux across dual edge e
U⊥e
∫
primal edge e v · te dl = −
∫
primal edge e v
⊥ · ne dl Circulation along primal edge e
Ce
∫
dual edge e
φv ·me dl Mass circulation along dual edge e
Fe
∫
primal edge e
φv · ne dl Mass ﬂux across primal edge e
C⊥e
∫
dual edge e
φv · se dl = −
∫
dual edge e
φv⊥ ·me dl Mass ﬂux across a dual edge e
F⊥e
∫
primal edge e φv · te dl = −
∫
primal edge e φv
⊥ · ne dl Mass circulation along primal edge
e
Ge
∫
dual edge e ∇φ ·me dl Geopotential gradient integrated
along dual edge e
Φ
(c)
i
∫
primal cell i φ dA Geopotential integrated over pri-
mal cell i
Φ
(v)
v
∫
dual cell v φ dA Geopotential integrated over dual
cell v
Δ
(c)
i
∫
primal cell i ∇ · v dA Divergence integrated over primal
cell i
Δ
(v)
v
∫
dual cell v
∇ · v dA = ∫
dual cell v
k · ∇ × v⊥ dA Divergence integrated over dual
cell v
Ξ
(v)
v
∫
dual cell v
k · ∇ × v dA Relative vorticity integrated over
dual cell v
Ξ
(c)
i
∫
primal cell i
k · ∇ × v dA = − ∫
primal cell i
∇ · v⊥ dA Relative vorticity integrated over
primal cell i
Z
(v)
v
∫
dual cell v ζ dA Absolute vorticity integrated over
dual cell v
Table 2.2
Summary of notation used to describe the grid connectivity.
Edges of primal cell i EC(i)
Edges incident on primal vertex v EV(v)
Primal cells either side of primal edge e CE(e)
Primal vertices at the ends of primal edge e VE(e)
Primal cells surrounding primal vertex v CV(v)
Vertices of primal cell i VC(i)
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4. Curl integrated over a dual cell.
Ξ(v)v ≡
∑
e∈EV(v)
te vVe ≡ (D2V )e.(2.8)
Here, D1, D1, D2, D2 are the matrix representations of the derivative operators deﬁned
by these equations. See section 3.5 for further discussion. Note also that Ξ
(c)
i =
(D2U
⊥)i and Δ
(v)
v = (−D2V ⊥)v. All of these operators have simple expressions in
terms of appropriately signed sums. Moreover, because the discrete variables are
deﬁned to be integrals over the relevant grid elements, these derivative operators are
all exact: (2.5) and (2.6) are exact instances of the one-dimensional fundamental
theorem of calculus on a manifold, while (2.7) and (2.8) are exact instances of the
divergence theorem and Stokes’s theorem.
2.3. Discrete mass and momentum equations. Integrating (2.1) over a pri-
mal cell and (2.2) dotted with me along a dual edge leads to the discrete mass and
momentum equations:
Φ˙
(c)
i + φ¯
∑
e∈EC(i)
ne iUe = 0,(2.9)
V˙e − fV ⊥e −
∑
i∈CE(e)
ne iφ
(c)
i = 0.(2.10)
Here the dot above a symbol means a time derivative.
In order to integrate these equations in time we need to be able to reconstruct
φ
(c)
i , Ue, and V
⊥
e from the predicted variables Φ
(c)
i and Ve. This is discussed in the
next subsection.
2.4. Reconstruction and mapping operators. By taking suitable linear com-
binations of the predicted variables we can reconstruct the other variables that are
needed by the discretization. Let
φ
(c)
i =
∑
i′∈I(i)
Ii i′Φ
(c)
i′ ,(2.11)
ξ(v)v =
∑
v′∈J(v)
Jv v′Ξ
(v)
v′ ,(2.12)
Ue =
∑
e′∈H(e)
He e′Ve′ ,(2.13)
and
V ⊥e =
∑
e′∈W(e)
We e′Ue′ .(2.14)
Here, Ii i′ , Jv v′ , He e′ , and We e′ are weights that deﬁne the operators, and I(i), J(v),
H(e), andW(e) are the corresponding stencils. (For the theoretical development below
it is convenient to regard the stencils as global with most of the weights equal to zero,
allowing us to omit explicit speciﬁcation of the stencil and express the operators as
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matrix multiplication. However, any practical implementation would make use of local
stencils.) For now we leave the weights unspeciﬁed; demanding mimetic properties
will impose certain constraints on the weights.
In order to determine suitable values of We e′ it is necessary to introduce a map-
ping from primal cells to dual cells:
Φ(v)v =
∑
i∈CV(v)
Rv iΦ
(c)
i .(2.15)
The weights Rv i should satisfy ∑
v∈VC(i)
Rv i = 1(2.16)
in order to preserve the global integral of φ, and
1
A
(v)
v
∑
i∈CV(v)
Rv iA
(c)
i = 1,(2.17)
where A
(c)
i is the area of primal cell i and A
(v)
v is the area of dual cell v, in order to
preserve a constant value of φ. The relation between R and W will be explained in
section 3.4.
Note that, unlike the discrete derivative operators, these reconstruction and map-
ping operators can only be approximate.
3. Properties of the discretization. The discretization described above is
manifestly C-grid based (property 1) and is clearly mass conserving ((2.9), property 2).
In the following subsections we show that it also satisﬁes properties 3 to 6, provided the
reconstruction and mapping operators satisfy certain constraints, and some further
properties of the discretization are established.
3.1. Vanishing curl of gradient. Consider φ
(c)
i , and compute the curl of its
gradient using (2.5) and (2.8):
−
∑
e∈EV(v)
∑
i∈CE(e)
te vne iφ
(c)
i .(3.1)
It is easily veriﬁed that each φ
(c)
i appears twice, once with each sign; therefore all
contributions cancel and the curl of the gradient is identically zero.
Similarly, consider ψ
(v)
v , and compute the curl of its gradient using (2.6) and (2.7):∑
e∈EC(i)
∑
v∈VE(e)
ne ite vψ
(v)
v .(3.2)
Again all contributions cancel and the curl of the gradient is identically zero.
3.2. Energy conserving φ terms. For the continuous linearized shallow-water
equations the total energy is given by
E =
1
2
(φ, φ) +
φ¯
2
(v,v),(3.3)
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where the inner products are deﬁned as
(
φ(1), φ(2)
)
=
∫
φ(1)φ(2) dA,
(
v(1),v(2)
)
=
∫
v(1) · v(2) dA(3.4)
for scalar ﬁelds φ(1) and φ(2) and vector ﬁelds v(1) and v(2), respectively. Taking the
inner product of φ with the mass equation and φ¯v with the momentum equation and
using the symmetry of the inner product gives the total energy tendency:
E˙ = −φ¯ (φ,∇ · v)− fφ¯ (v,v⊥)− φ¯ (v,∇φ) .(3.5)
The sum of the ﬁrst and third terms on the right-hand side reduces to a boundary
integral, which vanishes under suitable boundary conditions or for a boundaryless
domain such as the surface of the sphere. In other words, the gradient is minus the
adjoint of the divergence with respect to these inner products.
In order for the discretization to have energy conserving φ terms, we require a
discrete analogue of this adjoint property. The appropriate discrete inner products
are (
Φ
(c)
(1),Φ
(c)
(2)
)
I
=
∑
i,i′
Φ
(c)
(1) i′Ii′ iΦ
(c)
(2) i ,(
φ
(c)
(1), φ
(c)
(2)
)
I−1
=
∑
i,i′
φ
(c)
(1) i(I
−1)i i′φ
(c)
(2) i′(3.6)
and (
V(1), V(2)
)
H
=
∑
e,e′
V(1) eHe e′V(2) e′ ,
(
U(1), U(2)
)
H−1 =
∑
e,e′
U(1) e(H
−1)e e′U(2) e′ ,(3.7)
implying the identities(
Φ
(c)
(1),Φ
(c)
(2)
)
I
=
(
φ
(c)
(1), φ
(c)
(2)
)
I−1
=
∑
i
Φ
(c)
(1) iφ
(c)
(2) i ,(3.8)
(
V(1), V(2)
)
H
=
(
U(1), U(2)
)
H−1 =
∑
e
V(1) eU(2) e .(3.9)
In order for the inner products to be symmetric and positive deﬁnite, the matrices I
and H must be symmetric and positive deﬁnite. Then their respective inverses exist
and are also symmetric and positive deﬁnite. However, the inverses will generally be
full (not sparse) matrices unless I and H are diagonal. In an analogous way, we can
deﬁne an inner product for primal vertex or dual cell scalars, provided J is symmetric
and positive deﬁnite.
The discrete approximation to the energy is
E =
1
2
(
Φ(c),Φ(c)
)
I
+
φ¯
2
(V, V )H ,(3.10)
and, using the symmetry of I and H ,
E˙ = −φ¯
(
Φ(c),Δ(c)
)
I
+ fφ¯
(
V, V ⊥
)
H
− φ¯ (V,G)H .(3.11)
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The ﬁrst inner product on the right-hand side is(
Φ(c),Δ(c)
)
I
=
∑
i
φ
(c)
i Δ
(c)
i =
∑
i
φ
(c)
i
∑
e
ne iUe
=
∑
e
Ue
∑
i
ne iφi = − (V,G)H(3.12)
(ignoring boundary contributions). Thus the discrete gradient is minus the adjoint
of the discrete divergence with respect to the discrete inner products deﬁned above.
The φ terms will therefore conserve energy.
3.3. Energy conserving Coriolis term. The middle term on the right-hand
side of (3.5) vanishes identically, so the Coriolis term is energy conserving for the
continuous equations. In order for the discrete Coriolis term to be energy conserving
we require a discrete analogue of this vanishing inner product:(
V, V ⊥
)
H
=
∑
e
UeV
⊥
e =
∑
e
∑
e′
UeWe e′Ue′ = 0.(3.13)
In order for this to hold for arbitrary velocity ﬁelds, We e′ must be antisymmetric.
3.4. Stationary geostrophic modes. The scheme will support stationary geo-
strophic modes, provided that steady vanishing divergence implies that all variables
are steady. Here we establish the constraints needed to ensure that vanishing diver-
gence (Δ
(c)
i = 0) implies steady vorticity. Applying (2.8) to (2.10) gives the discrete
vorticity equation:
Ξ˙(v)v + fΔ
(v)
v = 0.(3.14)
Thus we require that Δ
(c)
i = 0 ∀i ⇒ Δ(v)v = 0 ∀v. This can be achieved by demanding
that Δ
(v)
v is given by the mapping (2.15):
Δ(v)v =
∑
i∈CV(v)
Rv iΔ
(c)
i ∀v.(3.15)
Expressing both sides of this equation in terms of Ue using (2.8) and (2.14) on the
left-hand side and (2.7) on the right-hand side gives
−
∑
e
∑
e′
te vWe e′Ue′ =
∑
i
∑
e′
Rv ine′ iUe′ ∀v.(3.16)
This must hold for arbitrary Ue′ , so
−
∑
e
te vWe e′ =
∑
i
Rv ine′ i ∀v, e′.(3.17)
Thus we require values ofWe e′ that are antisymmetric and satisfy the constraint (3.17)
relating W to R.
In fact, these are algebraically identical to the constraints that are satisﬁed by
the analogous weights in the TRiSK scheme (apart from a diﬀerent sign convention
for the Coriolis term in [29]). Therefore, provided R satisﬁes (2.16), there is a unique
solution for the weights W in terms of R, given explicitly (up to a sign change) by
[29, section 2].
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Combining the vorticity equation (3.14) with the dual-cell mass equation
Φ˙(v)v + φ¯Δ
(v)
v = 0(3.18)
shows that a discrete analogue of the linearized potential vorticity Ξ
(v)
v /φ¯− fΦ(v)v /φ¯2
is steady. This, in turn, implies that the linearized potential enstrophy is globally
conserved. Conservation of potential enstrophy is often argued to be a desirable
property of a discretization (see, e.g., [23, 10], but also [27]). However, it appears
unlikely that both energy and potential enstrophy conservation can be obtained in the
general nonlinear case within the present framework. Therefore, we do not consider
potential enstrophy conservation further in this paper.
3.5. Compact notation. From now on it will be convenient to use a compact
notation in which the four discrete derivatives (2.5)–(2.8) are represented by the ma-
trices D1, D1, D2, D2, respectively, and the action of the various derivative and
mapping operators will be expressed as matrix multiplication without explicitly writ-
ing sums over indices. For the derivative operators, subscript 1 indicates that the
result of the operator is a quantity integrated over a one-dimensional grid element (a
primal or dual edge), while subscript 2 indicates that the result is a quantity inte-
grated over a two-dimensional grid element (a primal or dual cell). An overbar means
that the operator acts on dual grid elements; no overbar means it acts on primal grid
elements. In this compact notation, D2 = −D1T, D2 = D1T, the results of section 3.1
can be summarized as D2D1 ≡ 0, D2D1 ≡ 0, while section 3.4 requires W to satisfy
−D2W = RD2, implying, among other things, that D2WD1 = −RD2D1 ≡ 0.
3.6. Discrete scalar and vector Laplacians. There are four discrete versions
of the scalar Laplacian, depending on whether the quantity to be diﬀerentiated resides
at primal vertices or dual vertices (for point values) or primal cells or dual cells (for
integrated quantities).
Consider ﬁrst a ﬁeld of point values deﬁned at dual vertices φ(c). To compute its
Laplacian we must compute its gradient (2.5), convert the gradient from a dual edge
integral to a primal edge integral (2.13), compute the divergence of the gradient (2.7),
and convert the result from a cell integral to a point value (2.11). The discrete
Laplacian is therefore
∇2φ(c) ≈ ID2HD1φ(c).(3.19)
Proceeding in a similar way for the other types of scalar data gives
∇2ψ(v) ≈ −JD2H−1D1ψ(v),(3.20)
∇2Φ(c) ≈ D2HD1IΦ(c),(3.21)
∇2Ξ(v) ≈ −D2H−1D1JΞ(v),(3.22)
where, in (3.21) and (3.22), ∇2 is shorthand for the cell integral of the Laplacian of the
variable whose cell integral is its argument. It is easily veriﬁed that these Laplacian op-
erators are self-adjoint and negative semideﬁnite under the appropriate inner product.
For example,
(
φ(c),∇2φ(c))
I−1 = φ
(c)TI−1ID2HD1φ(c) = −φ(c)TD1THD1φ(c) =
− (D1φ(c))TH (D1φ(c)), which vanishes for φ(c) in the null space of D1, i.e., for
constant φ(c), and is negative otherwise.
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The scalar Laplacian arises when a wave equation is derived from the linearized
shallow-water equations. Relatedly, it also arises as part of a Helmholtz operator
when a semi-implicit time integration scheme is used. Finally, a discrete Laplacian
(or iterated Laplacian) may be useful for applying scale-selective dissipation to a scalar
ﬁeld.
A natural discretization of the vector Laplacian is most easily derived by writing
∇2v = ∇(∇ · v)−∇× (∇× v)
= ∇(∇ · v) + k×∇(k · ∇ × v).(3.23)
First consider the discrete Laplacian of a dual-edge-integrated vector V . To compute
the ﬁrst term on the right-hand side of (3.23), we must convert to a primal-edge-
integrated vector (2.13), compute the divergence (2.7), convert the cell integrated
value to a point value (2.11), and compute the gradient (2.5). To compute the second
term on the right-hand side of (3.23), we must compute the curl (2.8), convert the
dual-cell-integrated value to a point value (2.12), compute the gradient (2.6), then
convert back to a dual-edge-integrated value (the inverse of (2.13)), making appropri-
ate allowance for signs. Thus, the discrete vector Laplacian is
∇2V ≈ D1ID2HV −H−1D1JD2V.(3.24)
Similarly, for a primal-edge-integrated vector the discrete Laplacian is given by
∇2U ≈ HD1ID2U −D1JD2H−1U.(3.25)
Again these operators are self-adjoint and either negative semideﬁnite (if the domain
topology supports a null space) or negative deﬁnite.
A discrete vector Laplacian (or iterated Laplacian) may be useful for applying a
scale-selective dissipation to the velocity ﬁeld. A scale-selective dissipation of this form
has been used on a hexagonal/pentagonal Voronoi spherical grid with an orthogonal
dual, for which diagonal versions of I, J , and H are appropriate (Todd Ringler and
Joe Klemp, personal communication).
3.7. Discrete Helmholtz–Hodge decomposition. Nicolaides [18] showed
that, for orthogonal C-grids, and given suitable boundary conditions, there is a unique
decomposition of a discrete vector ﬁeld into divergent and rotational components, and
these two components are orthogonal in the appropriate discrete inner product. (The
assumptions made by [18] rule out the possibility of a third, harmonic, component,
which would be both irrotational and nondivergent.)
The analogous result for nonorthogonal grids in the present framework is
V = D1χ
(c) −H−1D1ψ(v)(3.26)
or U = HD1χ
(c) −D1ψ(v),(3.27)
where the vorticity and divergence are related to the stream function and velocity
potential, respectively, by the scalar Laplacian operators of section 3.6:
Ξ(v) = D2V = −D2H−1D1ψ(v),(3.28)
Δ(c) = D2U = D2HD1χ
(c).(3.29)
(Here too we have ignored the possibility of a harmonic component of the vector ﬁeld;
this is appropriate on the surface of a sphere, but would not be so, for example, on
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a doubly periodic plane, which is topologically a torus, where a constant velocity
ﬁeld would have zero divergence and zero curl.) The proof of this decomposition is a
straightforward extension of that given by [18], using the fact that I, J , and H are
invertible, and is not repeated here. (A more compact proof is possible using discrete
exterior calculus; see section 6 and [8].)
A similar decomposition is possible for V ⊥ and U⊥:
V ⊥ = H−1D1χ(v) +D1ψ(c),(3.30)
U⊥ = D1χ(v) +HD1ψ(c),(3.31)
where
Ξ(c) = D2U
⊥ = D2HD1ψ(c),(3.32)
Δ(v) = −D2V ⊥ = −D2H−1D1χ(v).(3.33)
3.8. Operator map. Figure 3.1 summarizes the operators used in the dis-
cretization and how they relate the variables to each other. It is illuminating to
trace around the operator map the paths deﬁned by the sequences of operators in-
volved in the scalar and vector Laplacians (section 3.6) and the Helmholtz–Hodge
decompositions (section 3.7).
χ(c) δ(c) Δ(c) U V Ξ(v) ξ(v) ψ(v)
χ(v) δ(v) Δ(v) V ⊥ U⊥ Ξ(c) ξ(c) ψ(c)
I D2 H D¯2 J
J −D¯2 H D2 I
R W RT
D¯1 D1
D1 D¯1
Fig. 3.1. Summary of the operators used in the discretization.
Note that the operators R and W involve some form of averaging to transfer
variables from the primal grid to the dual grid. Thus, the variables in the bottom
row are averaged versions of those in the top row. The operators R and W are not
necessarily invertible. Thus, the variables in the bottom row can be constructed from
those in the top row, but not necessarily the converse. The loss of accuracy due to
the need for averaging in the Coriolis term is an unavoidable limitation of C-grid
staggering.
The mapping W is constructed so that −D2W = RD2, so that the dual cell
divergence is a suitably averaged version of the primal cell divergence. This is the
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key to obtaining property 6. One might wonder if the mapping W also implies some
relation between the dual cell vorticity Ξ(v) and the primal cell vorticity Ξ(c). In
fact, provided Δ(c) = 0, it implies that the dual vertex stream function ψ(c) is an
interpolated version of the primal vertex stream function ψ(v), with the interpolation
given by the transpose RT, as we show next. However, if Δ(c) = 0, then ψ(c) will also
have a contribution from χ(c).
If Δ(c) = 0, then D1χ
(c) = 0, and V ⊥ may be expressed as V ⊥ = WU =
−WD1ψ(v). Then, using the fact that WD1 =
(−D2W )T = (RD2)T = −D1RT, we
have
V ⊥ = D1RTψ(v).(3.34)
At the same time, Δ(c) = 0 also implies Δ(v) = 0 and D1χ
(v) = 0; then (3.30) reduces
to
V ⊥ = D1ψ(c).(3.35)
Comparison with (3.34) then gives
ψ(c) = RTψ(v),(3.36)
up to an additive constant (the constant being of no physical signiﬁcance).
It is interesting to note, from the symmetry of the operator map (Figure 3.1),
that, instead of the maps R and W , we could have chosen instead to construct, say,
maps R˜ and W˜ , such that
U⊥ = W˜V, Ξ(c) = R˜Ξ(v), D2W˜ = R˜D2.(3.37)
However, this property is less useful for the shallow-water problem than the property 6
that we obtain using the R and W maps.
4. Nonlinear case. The extension of the above scheme to the nonlinear shallow-
water equations with variable f closely follows that in [21] for the TRiSK scheme. The
nonlinear continuous equations are rewritten as
∂φ
∂t
+∇ · F = 0,(4.1)
∂v
∂t
+Q⊥ +∇ (φ+ k) = 0,(4.2)
where F = vφ is the mass ﬂux, Q = qF is the potential vorticity ﬂux, where q = ζ/φ
is the potential vorticity, and k = |v|2 /2 is the kinetic energy per unit mass.
The curl of the momentum equation gives the vorticity equation, which we write
here as a conservation law for the potential vorticity:
∂
∂t
(φq) +∇ ·Q = 0.(4.3)
The potential vorticity is dynamically important because it is materially conserved,
and it determines the balanced component of the ﬂow through the invertibility princi-
ple (see, e.g., [15]). It is therefore highly desirable to have a discrete analogue of (4.3)
that is compatible with the discrete mass equation (see section 4.2).
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The nonlinear energy equation is obtained by taking the inner product of φ + k
with (4.1) plus the inner product of F with (4.2):
E˙ = −(φ+ k,∇ · F)− (F, qF⊥)− (F,∇(φ+ k)) = 0,(4.4)
where
E =
1
2
(φ, φ) +
1
2
(F,v) =
∫
1
2
φ2 +
1
2
φ |v|2 dA.(4.5)
4.1. Discrete nonlinear equations. Introduce the discrete mass circulation
C and mass ﬂux F (Table 2.1), with F = HC, C⊥ = WF , and F⊥ = HC⊥. The
discrete nonlinear equations are then
Φ˙
(c)
i + (D2F )i = 0,(4.6)
V˙e −Q⊥e +
(
D1(φ+ k)
)
e
= 0.(4.7)
In addition to the operators needed for the discrete linear equations, we now need
operators to construct the discrete mass ﬂux across primal edges Fe, the discrete
potential vorticity ﬂux across dual edges Q⊥e , and the kinetic energy per unit mass at
dual vertices k
(c)
i .
Let
Fe =
∑
e′
He e′ φˆe e′Ve′(4.8)
for some weights φˆe e′ , symmetric in {e, e′}, to be constructed from dual vertex values
φ
(c)
i . Also, let k
(c) = IK(c), where
K
(c)
i =
∑
e
∑
e′
Ti e e′VeVe′(4.9)
for some weights Ti e e′ . The requirement for energy conservation will determine a
relation between φˆe e′ and Ti e e′ .
The construction of Q⊥e will be discussed in section 4.4.
4.2. Discrete potential vorticity equation. Applying (2.15) to (4.6) and
applying (2.8) to (4.7) gives the dual cell mass and vorticity equations
Φ˙(v)v − (D2C⊥)(v)v = 0,(4.10)
Z˙(v)v − (D2Q⊥)(v)v = 0.(4.11)
Deﬁne the primal vertex potential vorticity q
(v)
v by
Z(v)v = q
(v)
v Φ
(v)
v .(4.12)
Then (4.11) is a discrete analogue of the potential vorticity equation (4.3). It is
compatible with the dual cell mass equation in the following sense: if the potential
vorticity ﬁeld is constant, q
(v)
v = q = const, say, and Q⊥e = qC
⊥
e , then q˙
(v)
v = 0.
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4.3. Energy conserving φ terms. By analogy with the continuous case, take
the inner product of (4.6) with Φ(c) + K(c) plus the inner product of (4.7) with C.
The terms not involving time derivatives reduce to
−(Φ(c) +K(c), D2F )I − (C,Q⊥)H − (C,D1(φ+ k))H .(4.13)
By the properties of the discrete derivatives, the ﬁrst and third terms sum to zero
(ignoring any boundary contributions). The middle term will be dealt with in sec-
tion 4.4. It remains to establish that the terms involving time derivatives do combine
into the time derivative of a single positive deﬁnite quantity.
Clearly, (
Φ(c), Φ˙(c)
)
I
=
1
2
d
dt
(
Φ(c),Φ(c)
)
I
.(4.14)
Next, (
K(c), Φ˙(c)
)
I
=
∑
i
K
(c)
i φ˙
(c)
i =
∑
i
∑
e
∑
e′
Ti e e′VeVe′ φ˙
(c)
i .(4.15)
Finally,(
C, V˙
)
H
=
∑
e
FeV˙e =
∑
e
∑
e′
He e′ φˆe e′Ve′ V˙e =
1
2
∑
e
∑
e′
He e′ φˆe e′
d
dt
(Ve′Ve)
=
d
dt
(. . .)− 1
2
∑
e
∑
e′
He e′Ve′Ve
d
dt
φˆe e′ .(4.16)
Thus, the time derivative terms will combine into the time derivative of a single
positive deﬁnite quantity, provided
He e′ φˆe e′ =
∑
i
Ti e e′φ
(c)
i .(4.17)
In other words, the φ values used to construct the mass ﬂux must be built using the
same weights Ti e e′ as are used to construct the kinetic energy per unit mass. For any
ﬁxed i, Ti e e′ must be symmetric in the indices {e, e′} and positive deﬁnite.
4.4. Energy conserving Coriolis term. An exactly energy conserving poten-
tial vorticity ﬂux can be constructed using the method of [21]. From the primal vertex
values of potential vorticity q
(v)
v , construct edge values of potential vorticity qˆe using
any desired interpolation scheme. Then deﬁne
Q⊥e =
∑
e′
(
qˆe + qˆe′
2
)
We e′Fe′ .(4.18)
The symmetry of the two qˆ terms combined with the antisymmetry of W ensures that
(C,Q⊥)H =
∑
e FeQ
⊥
e = 0.
An alternative approach, which may have practical beneﬁts, is to deﬁne Q⊥ =
qˆeC
⊥
e , where
C⊥e =
∑
e′
We e′Fe(4.19)
is the mass ﬂux that appears in the dual cell mass equation, and qˆe is deﬁned using an
accurate advection scheme for the potential vorticity. This approach gives up exact
energy conservation in exchange for an accurate treatment of potential vorticity.
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4.5. Choice of predicted velocity variable. For the linearized equations we
could have chosen to predict U rather than V—simply apply H to (2.10) to obtain the
equivalent prognostic equation for Ue—and all the desirable properties are retained.
For the nonlinear equations, however, there is a clear preference for predicting V . If
we predict U , then we need the operator H−1 to construct the potential vorticity
q(v) and the kinetic energy per unit mass k(c), as well as the operator H . At least
one of H or H−1 will be a full matrix, making the scheme expensive, unless both are
diagonal. If we predict V , on the other hand, we only need the operator H even in
the nonlinear case.
5. Discussion: Constraints on I, J, H, R, and W , and higher-order
accuracy. The discrete derivatives D1, D1, D2, D2 are all exact (section 2.2). There-
fore, the only approximations in the proposed framework are in the mapping operators
I, J , H , R, and W . Thus, it may be possible to use the remaining freedom in the
deﬁnitions of these operators to obtain higher-order accurate mimetic discretizations
if higher-order operators can be constructed with the required symmetry properties.
Note, however, that attainment of the mimetic properties does not, on its own, even
guarantee consistency of the scheme.
A diagonal version of I,
Ii i = 1/A
(c)
i ,(5.1)
where A
(c)
i is the area of primal cell i, will be ﬁrst-order accurate, provided the dual
vertex i lies within primal cell i. However, on a centroidal grid (see, e.g., [9]) the
diagonal I will be second-order accurate. A diagonal version of H ,
He e = le/de,(5.2)
where le is the length of primal edge e and de is the length of dual edge e, will in
general be inconsistent (zeroth-order accurate) on a nonorthogonal grid because me
and ne point in diﬀerent directions. On an orthogonal grid this diagonal H will be
ﬁrst-order accurate, provided the primal and dual edges do intersect each other, and
will be second-order accurate if the grid is constructed so that the intersection point
approaches the midpoint of both the primal edge and the dual edge as resolution is
increased [12].
More generally, a simple argument based on counting degrees of freedom suggests
that constructing symmetric I, J , and H operators of any desired order of accuracy
may be possible. However, initial investigation of the one-dimensional problem for
constructing I suggests that the symmetry requirement is a signiﬁcant constraint,
and that higher-order accuracy may require the grid to have special properties, for
example, that the dual vertices should approach the primal cell midpoints as resolution
is reﬁned.
The construction of a suitable higher-order R operator also appears challenging.
Provided R satisﬁes (2.17), then it will be ﬁrst-order accurate. If, in addition,∑
i∈CV(v)
Rv iA
(c)
i x¯
(c)
i = A
(v)
v x¯
(v)
v ,(5.3)
where x¯
(c)
i and x¯
(v)
v are the centers of mass of primal cell i and dual cell v, respectively,
then R will be second-order accurate. However, it is nontrivial to satisfy all three
constraints (2.16), (2.17), and (5.3) simultaneously, and there may be insuﬃcient
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degrees of freedom to do so on some grid structures if the stencil for R is restricted
to CV(v). Moreover, the construction of the weights W from the weights R has only
been worked out for the case in which the stencil is CV(v) [29], and it is not clear
whether it can be extended to larger stencils.
The construction of suitable higher-order I, J , and H operators, with stencils
as compact and homogeneous as possible, and the question of whether W can be
constructed for R with a larger stencil, are the subject of ongoing investigation.
6. Relation to discrete exterior calculus. Discrete exterior calculus [13, 14,
4, 8] provides a powerful framework both for theoretical understanding and for prac-
tical development of numerical schemes that mimic the properties of the continuous
exterior calculus (see, e.g., [5]). In exterior calculus notation, the shallow-water equa-
tions may be written

φ˙+ d(φu˜) = 0,(6.1)
˙˜v + ζ 
 v˜ + d(φ+ k) = 0,(6.2)
where φ is the geopotential 0-form and 
φ is the corresponding 2-form, v˜ = g˜v is the
circulation 1-form (g˜ is the metric), u˜ = 
v˜ is the volume ﬂux 1-form, ζ = f+ξ, where

ξ = dv˜ is the relative vorticity 2-form, 
k = (v˜ ∧ 
v˜)/2 = (v˜ ∧ u˜)/2 is the kinetic
energy 2-form, d is the exterior derivative, and 
 is the Hodge star operator, which
reversibly converts r-forms into (n− r)-forms in n dimensions.
The discretization described in sections 2–4 has a systematic correspondence to
the exterior calculus form of the governing equations. r-forms are discretized as
quantities integrated over r-dimensional elements of the grid [4, 8]. The discrete
exterior derivative is then given by a series of simple expressions (2.5)–(2.8) that are
exact when applied to discrete r-forms: this is the “commuting diagram property”
[13, 4]. Table 6.1 summarizes the correspondences between continuous quantities and
operators and their discrete analogues.
The desirable properties listed in section 1.1 are obtained by the discrete system
mimicking the continuous one in key ways. A C-grid discretization is obtained by
ensuring that the predicted variables Φ(c) and V live on the top row in Figure 3.1.
Mass conservation is obtained by predicting the geopotential 2-form and because the
operator D2 is exact. The curl of the pressure gradient vanishes because the discrete
exterior derivative satisﬁes D2D1 ≡ 0, mimicking the continuous dd ≡ 0.
The discretization includes discrete analogues of the 
 operator, namely, I, J , H ,
I−1, J−1, and −H−1, allowing the construction of inner products (3.6), (3.7) that
give discrete analogues of (α˜, β˜) =
∫
α˜ ∧ 
β˜. The fact that (
)−1 = (−1)r(n−r)
 for

 acting on r-forms in n dimensions explains the minus sign that appears in front
of H−1. One slightly counterintuitive feature of this correspondence is that, because
of the “twist” introduced by the 
 operator, the volume ﬂux across a primal edge U
corresponds to the tangential component of the volume ﬂux 1-form u˜ = 
v˜.
Energy conservation by the geopotential terms is obtained because D1 is minus
the adjoint of ID2H ; this is a discrete analogue of the continuous property that d
is minus the adjoint of 
d
. The other discrete analogues of this relation are listed
in Table 6.1. In the nonlinear case we also require that the mapping from edges to
primal cells deﬁned by T should be the adjoint of the mapping from dual vertices
to edges so that a well-deﬁned discrete kinetic energy density φk can be constructed
from the predicted variables.
Because of the presence of Coriolis terms in the governing equations, we cannot
avoid introducing the discrete quantities in the bottom row of Figure 3.1. Although
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Table 6.1
Continuous quantities and operators and their discrete analogues.
Continuous variable Discrete analogue Location
or operator
φ φ(c) Dual vertex
φ Φ(c) Primal cell
Φ(v) Dual cell
v˜ V Dual edge
u˜ = v˜ U Primal edge
V ⊥ Dual edge
du˜ Δ(c) Primal cell
Δ(v) Dual cell
ξ = (ζ − f) Ξ(v) Dual cell
 I Primal cell to primal vertex
I−1 Primal vertex to primal cell
J Dual cell to dual vertex
J−1 Dual vertex to dual cell
H Dual edge to primal edge
−H−1 Primal edge to dual edge
d D1 Dual vertex to dual edge
D1 Primal vertex to primal edge
D2 Primal edge to primal cell
D2 Dual edge to dual cell
d∗ = −  d −ID2H Dual edge to dual vertex
JD2H−1 Primal edge to primal vertex
H−1D1J Dual cell to dual edge
−HD1I Primal cell to primal edge
id R Primal cell to dual cell
W Primal edge to dual edge
T Dual edges to and from primal cell
the averaging in going from the top row to the bottom row, with some attendant
loss of accuracy, is unavoidable on a C-grid, we can at least ensure that it meets
certain constraints. The discrete averaging operators R and W convert discrete 2-
forms from primal to dual cells and 1-forms from primal to dual edges, respectively.
Their continuous analogues are simply the identity operator. Antisymmetry of the
matrix W ensures a discrete analogue of (v˜, 
v˜) ≡ 0 so that the Coriolis terms are
energy conserving. The property −D2W = RD2 ensures that the dual grid analogue
of d is compatible with the primal grid analogue of d in the sense required to give
stationary geostrophic modes in the linear constant f case.
The various expressions for scalar and vector Laplacians given in section 3.6 may
all be succinctly written
∇2 = −(DD∗ +D∗D),(6.3)
in direct analogy with the continuous exterior calculus expression
∇2 = −(dd∗ + d∗d),(6.4)
where d∗ = (−1)n(r−1)+1 
 d
 and D∗ = (−1)n(r−1)+1 
 D
 are, respectively, the
continuous and discrete adjoints of the exterior derivative acting on r-forms in n di-
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mensions, and D and D∗ are shorthand for whichever of the discrete operators is
applicable. One consequence of having a discrete analogue of the adjoint relation be-
tween d and d∗ is that the proof of the discrete Helmholtz decomposition (section 3.7)
then becomes very straightforward [8].
Bochev and Hyman [4] discuss the challenges of constructing a discrete Hodge
star operator that is compatible with the discrete inner product and with the discrete
adjoint of the exterior derivative. They observe that “. . . if a discrete 
 operation is
required, then it must be made the primary object of the discrete framework and then
used to deﬁne all other necessary structures.” That is, in eﬀect, what we have done
here. Hiptmair [13] notes that the construction of a discrete 
 is greatly facilitated
if the discrete 
 operator transfers forms between a primary and a secondary mesh,
and that the matrix representation of 
 simpliﬁes if the secondary mesh is a dual of
the primary mesh; the corresponding matrix must be symmetric and positive deﬁnite.
Again, these are properties of the scheme described here. On an orthogonal grid,
diagonal discrete Hodge stars are possible; this is what is done in the TRiSK [29, 21]
scheme. However, on a nonorthogonal grid we must give up the diagonal property of
H ; see section 5.
7. Conclusions. We have shown that the TRiSK spatial discretization of the
rotating shallow-water equations, which gives a number of desirable properties, can be
extended to apply on nonorthogonal grids. TRiSK is a special case of the extended
scheme that uses diagonal I and H operators. The extension also opens up the
possibility of obtaining higher-order accuracy (though ﬁnding higher-order versions
of the R and W operators appears to be very challenging).
The proposed discretization ﬁts within the framework of discrete exterior calculus
and exploits that framework to obtain several of its good properties. We have extended
that framework to include the mapping operators from the primal to the dual grid
that are needed to represent the Coriolis term and to obtain the desirable properties 5
and 6 associated with the treatment of that term.
Only a subset of the operators deﬁned here are actually needed for a numerical
solution of the shallow-water equations, namely, the discrete derivatives D1, D2, D2
and the mapping operators I, H , W , and T (R is contained implicitly in the con-
struction of W ). In order to obtain the desired properties of the scheme, the following
must hold: (i) I and H must be symmetric and positive deﬁnite; (ii) for any ﬁxed i,
Ti e e′ must be symmetric in {e, e′} and positive deﬁnite; (iii) R must satisfy (2.16).
There is freedom to choose larger stencils for I and H , and it may be possible to
use this freedom to increase the order of accuracy of these operators. However, it is
currently not known whether the stencil for R can be extended beyond CV(v) while
still being able to construct an antisymmetric W such that −D2W = RD2.
Although in Figure 2.1 we have depicted the grid as built of straight primal and
dual edges, this is not a requirement of the scheme. The edges may be piecewise
straight, or curved; provided we deﬁne the unit vectors n, t, m, s to vary in the
appropriate way along edges, the discretization remains valid. This may have some
advantages in certain coordinate systems or domain geometries, though it may com-
plicate the construction of accurate I, H , R, and T operators.
Finally, note that, although the proposed scheme has great ﬂexibility and several
desirable properties, it does not avoid the need for averaging in computing the Coriolis
term; this is an inherent property of the C-grid. Nor can it prevent the existence of
computational modes; these arise because of the relative numbers of degrees of freedom
in the predicted variables determined by the grid structure and staggering.
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